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An Optoelectromechanical Tactile Sensor
for Detection of Breast Lumps
Mehmet Ayyildiz, Burak Güçlü, Mustafa Zahid Yildiz, and Cagatay Basdogan
Abstract—We developed a compact tactile imaging (TI) system to guide the clinician or the self-user for noninvasive detection of
breast tumors. Our system measures the force distribution based on the difference in stiffness between a palpated object and an
abnormality within. The average force resolution, force range, and the spatial resolution of the device are 0.02 N, 0-4 N, and 2.8 mm,
respectively. To evaluate the performance of the proposed TI system, compression experiments were performed to measure the
sensitivity and specificity of the system in detecting tumor-like inclusions embedded in tissue-like cylindrical silicon samples. Based on
the experiments performed with 11 inclusions, having two different sizes and two different stiffnesses located at three different depths,
our TI system showed an average sensitivity of 90.8  8.1 percent and an average specificity of 89.8  12.7 percent. Finally, manual
palpation experiments were performed with 12 human subjects on the same silicon samples and the results were compared to that of
the TI system. The performance of the TI system was significantly better than that of the human subjects in detecting deep inclusions
while the human subjects performed slightly better in detecting shallow inclusions close to the contact surface.
Index Terms—Medical imaging, tactile sensor, breast tumor detection
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INTRODUCTION

A

CCORDING to the statistics reported in 2008, breast cancer
is the most common type of cancer among women, with
an estimated 1.38 million new cases (23 percent of all the
cancers) and the second most common cancer worldwide in
both sexes (11 percent of all the cancers) [1]. If a breast tumor
is limited to few cell layers and does not invade and destroy
surrounding tissues or organs, it is considered benign
(noncancerous). In contrast, if the tumor spreads to
surrounding tissues or organs, it is considered malignant
(cancerous) [2], [3]. Detection of breast cancer at its early
stage of onset is crucial and highly dependent on the
performance of the method used for breast cancer screening
and diagnosis. Breast self-examination (BSE), clinical breast
examination (CBE), mammography, magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI), and ultrasonography are currently the most
commonly used methods for screening and diagnosis of
breast cancer. However, none of these methods satisfies all
the desired specifications: high sensitivity, acceptable
specificity, good accuracy, ease of use, acceptability to the
population being screened (considering discomfort and
time), and low cost.
BSE is regular examination of breasts by women via
palpation. It is a costless and noninvasive procedure for
early detection of abnormalities. However, its effectiveness
highly depends on the examiner’s proficiency. Even if the
examiner is skilled, it is often difficult for humans to detect
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small size tumors less than 1 cm in diameter [4]. Also, BSE
does not allow one to differentiate between tumor types or
provide quantitative and objective information about
the tumors. CBE involves regular examination of the breast
by a health professional. Similar to BSE, CBE requires the
examiner’s proficiency. An annual CBE is suggested for
women older than 40 years of age [5]. Many physicians
express a low confidence in their CBS skills [6], [7], which
results in increased number of investigations, unnecessary
biopsies, and false diagnoses [7], [8]. In addition, CBE and
the associated reporting procedures are not standardized
and consistent. The average size of tumors detected by CBE
is 2.1 cm in diameter [9].
Mammography is the most commonly used breast
screening modality today. It involves compressing the
breast tissue between two plastic plates and applying lowdose X-rays. Unlike BSE and CBE, mammography requires
specific medical equipment and supplies (a dedicated X-ray
machine, radiographic film, and developing chemicals), a
trained technologist to use the machine, and a radiologist to
interpret the X-ray films. Especially, the compression causes
considerable discomfort to patient. The mean radiation dose
in mammography is approximately 4-5 mGy, but the
applied dosage varies with the breast density [10]. As
the dose increases, the risk of further breast cancers due to
the radiation increases [11]. For this reason, mammography
is not recommended for women under the age of 30 because
the incidence rate of breast cancer for that group is low and
their breast densities are high. Also, screening by mammography is not applicable for women who are pregnant or
have breastfed within the last year.
MRI is a breast cancer screening modality that uses a
powerful magnetic field and radio waves to produce images
of the body. MRI is good at imaging 1) dense breasts of
younger women, 2) breasts containing implants, which are
often a problem for mammography owing to possible leak in
the implant or rupture due to the squeezing, and 3) smaller
Published by the IEEE CS, RAS, & CES
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lesions often missed by mammography. MRI also helps to
determine the stage of breast cancer. However, MRI requires
the patient to lie down for half an hour to an hour and half
without moving, which can be uncomfortable [12]. MRI is
not only long but is also a costly technique. Moreover,
identifying false positives in MRI is a problem, and it is
difficult to differentiate between benign and malignant
tumors [13].
Ultrasound refers to sound waves with a frequency
above the audible range of human hearing, 20 kHz. There
are several modes of ultrasound and most common ones
are B-mode and Doppler mode. B-mode ultrasonography
uses emitted and reflected sound to create an image of the
breast. It is frequently used as a follow-up test for the
assessment of mammographically or clinically detected
breast masses to obtain supplemental information. Also, it
is used to characterize lesions of women who cannot
undergo mammography owing to pregnancy or young age
[14]. Since the purpose of the ultrasonography is the
examination of a suspicious area in the breast, diagnosing
the whole breast with ultrasonography is labor-intensive
and operator-dependent [15]. Also, examination techniques are not standardized and the interpretation of the
results shows variations. In Doppler sonography, the
distribution and morphology of blood vessels in the breast
tissue is evaluated to detect breast tumors. The Doppler
effect is used to calculate the frequency shift so that the
speed and the direction of the flow can be determined and
visualized [16], [17].
Elastography and microwave imaging are other methods
for breast cancer imaging. In elastography, stiffness
contrast between the healthy and the cancerous tissue is
detected. In microwave imaging, the permittivity and
conductivity contrast between the healthy and the cancerous tissue is used to detect and characterize tumors in the
breast tissue [18].
Tactile imaging (TI) is one of the emerging noninvasive
medical imaging techniques that are used to detect tumors
inside the breast tissue. Typically, TI involves applying
compression to the breast tissue with a probe having an
array of pressure sensors at the tip to measure the pressure
distribution at the contact area. TI can estimate the shape,
size, and location of a tumor by comparing its stiffness
with the surrounding healthy tissue. Young’s modulus
measurements of breast specimens showed that healthy
tissue has a significantly lower elastic modulus than that of
cancerous tissue [19], [20], [21]. Benign and cancerous
tumors in the tissue have distinguishable material and
geometric properties as reported in [22] and [23]. TI is a
relatively new method for breast examination; hence, the
number of commercial devices available for clinical use is
limited. Medical Tactile Inc., (Los Angeles, CA) produced a
TI device under the trade name of SureTouch [24]. The
system includes a probe, a processor unit, and a computer.
The probe consists of 192 ð16  12Þ pressure sensors covering an area of 40 mm  30 mm. The processor unit takes
20 measurements per second and then transfers the
measured data to a computer through a USB interface
[25]. Using SureTouch, Kaufman et al. [26] examined
110 patients with breast masses and estimated the geometrical and material properties of these masses from the
recorded tactile images. Using the same TI system, Egorov
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and Sarvazyan [25] conducted experiments with a silicon
model and with patients having breast tumors. In their
experiments, the examination was performed in two
consecutive steps: 1) a general examination by linear
sliding of the probe, and then 2) a local examination by
making circular motions. If a suspicious area was detected
in the first step, then a more detailed examination was
performed in the second step. To process the collected
tactile images, several signal processing techniques were
used: low-pass noise-filtering, 2D noise-removal, background subtraction, signal thresholding, pixel neighborhood rating, subsampling, and 2D interpolation. They used
Max/Base > noise criterion (i.e., the maximum pressure
recorded for an inclusion divided by the base pressure
of the surrounding tissue being greater than some predefined threshold value) and a neural network algorithm to
detect the tumors. Assurance Medical Corp. (Hopkinton,
MA) [27] developed a TI system consisting of a hand-held
probe with 416 (16  26) piezo-resistive pressure sensors,
an electromagnetic position tracker, and a data acquisition
unit to sample the signals. The pressure sensors have a
range of 0-34 kPa. The data acquisition unit acquires data
from the tracker and the pressure sensor at 200 Hz. The
tracker records the relative position and rotation of the
probe to help with the construction of a 3D tactile map of
the breast being examined. The voice commands guide the
clinician to help her/him exert the desired pressure to the
breast tissue for reducing the variations between images
[27]. Wellman and Howe [28] proposed inverse models to
estimate the size and the shape of a tumor in breast tissue
based on the pressure distribution recorded by this device.
They stated that their forward and inverse algorithms
provided accuracy at least twice as good as either CBE or
ultrasonography. Yegingil et al. [29] developed a piezoelectric finger (PEF) that consists of a driving piezoelectric
actuator at the top, a sensing electrode at the bottom, and a
stainless steel layer in the middle. PEF could both apply
force and sense the corresponding displacement simultaneously. Elastic modulus, shear modulus, and Poisson’s
ratio of soft polymer samples were measured via indentation and consequently, elastic and shear moduli maps were
constructed in 2D. The depth and elastic modulus of an
inclusion in a polymer sample were determined by using
two PEFs and an empirical model made of two springs.
Omata et al. [30] developed a TI system consisting of an
array of 64 sensors for the examination of breast stiffness.
Each sensor includes driving and sensing PZT ceramic
elements and a vibration rod with a spherical tip. The
elasticity of an object is estimated based on the shift in the
resonance frequency of the sensor when the rod contacts
the object.

2

METHODS AND MATERIALS

2.1 Design of Our TI System
Our TI system consists of 100 integrated sensor elements
(QRD1313, Reflective Object Sensor; Fairchild Semiconductor) arranged in a 10  10 array as shown in Fig. 1a. The
sensor elements are powered by an external, regulated
power supply (5 V DC). The emitter of a QRD1313 is an IR
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Fig. 1. (a) Our tactile sensor. (b) Cross section of our tactile sensor.

light-emitting diode (LED), and the detector is a photodarlington transistor, molded in a plastic case with a filter
allowing mostly IR light rays to pass through. The sensor
elements are soldered on a double-sided printed-circuit
board and housed in a prismatic aluminum casing with a
square base, as illustrated in Fig. 1b. The side length and the
height of our TI sensor-array head are 9.2 and 3.0 cm,
respectively. The array of sensor elements is located in a
7 cm  7 cm area. The force range and the resolution of each
sensor element are 0-4 N and 0.02 N, respectively. The
spatial resolution of the system (including the moving pins)
is 2.8 mm. A histogram of the force values measured
100 times at the center pixel using our TI system is shown in
Fig. 2. The sensor elements are covered by a silicon-rubber
membrane and optically isolated from each other by a
spacer grid. Also, a tactile interface consisting of two
perforated covers and 25  21 moving pins is attached on
the top of the rubber membrane. The perforated covers are
separated 10 mm away from each other and the holes of the
covers are aligned (see Fig. 1b). The moving pins are free to
slide in independently toward the infrared emitter-detector
sensors. However, they are not allowed to slide out of the
perforated covers. During palpation, the palpated object
interacts with the array of moving pins and hence, the
moving pins slide in toward the sensor elements causing
the rubber membrane to deflect due to the transmitted
interaction forces. In our design, the silicon rubber
membrane is fixed at the edges of the casing and its outside
surface is painted black to block ambient light and to reduce

Fig. 2. A histogram of the force values measured at the center pixel for
the compression depth of 19 mm. The mean force, the standard
deviation, and the coefficient of variation are 0.86 N, 0.05 N, and
5.8 percent, respectively.

stray light falling upon the phototransistors. This design of
the membrane limits the deflections as well as the
conformation of the palpated object by the tactile pin
interface. The maximum deflection in the silicone rubber
membrane is 7 mm. When the rubber membrane is
deflected, the IR light rays emitted from the LEDs reflect
off from the white colored inner surface of the membrane
and reach to the detectors. This reflection is modulated by
the deflection of the membrane, which is caused by the
force transmitted to the membrane’s outer surface by the
palpated object through the pin interface [31], [32]. Consequently, the light intensity in each isolated sensor element is
measured to construct the tactile map of the palpated object.
In data acquisition, the light intensities measured by the
IR detectors as voltage values are first transmitted to the
processor unit via a flat cable and then to a 16-bit analogto-digital converter (ADC) card (NI6034, National Instruments) via a single analog channel and a synchronization
channel based on the time-division multiplexing method.
In this method, 10 data points from each sensor element
are acquired at each multiplexing cycle, which contains
data from each successive sensor ordered in time. Since the
sampling rate of the ADC card is 100 kHz, one multiplexing cycle (the output from the entire array) takes 0.01 s
(0.01 ms  100 sensors  10 data points) and hence the
actual scan rate of the hardware system is 100 Hz.
However, the scan rate achieved by the software is 33 Hz
due to further signal processing explained below. The flow
of the measured signal from the sensors to the ADC card
connected to a PC is shown in Fig. 3. The processor unit
amplifies the multiplexed data and applies offset shifting
to the signal to match the input sampling range of the ADC
card. The ADC card decodes the incoming analog signal
with the help of a synchronization pulse generated by the
processor unit at each multiplexing cycle. The voltage

Fig. 3. Data acquisition units of the proposed TI system.
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Fig. 4. (a) The calibration setup for the tactile sensor. (b) The calibration curve of a sensor element used in the TI system.

values acquired through the ADC card are converted to
force values by using calibration curves.
For calibration, first, an aluminum indentation probe
attached to an XYZ micromanipulator (KITE-R, World
Precision Instruments, Inc., position resolution is 0.1 mm
for all axes) is slowly pressed to each grid point on the outer
surface of the silicon rubber membrane facing a sensor as
shown in Fig. 4a. The voltage change in the IR detector of
the sensor and the force response of the indentation probe
are measured simultaneously using the data acquisition
unit and a digital balance (440-49N, KERN), respectively.
Hence, the calibration curve of the sensor is obtained as
shown in (see Fig. 4b). This process is repeated for all the
sensors in the array. The average force sensitivity and the
average zero error of the tactile sensors is 0.004 V/g and
0.094 V, respectively. This offset voltage (0.094 V) is
compensated later by the software. The average value of
R2 for 100 sensor elements is 0.91. (Note that approximately
10 percent of the sensors located at the edges do not show a
linear behavior due to the boundary effects.)

pixels. After the background subtraction, the pixel in
each tactile image having the maximum force value
is determined by excluding the pixels at the
boundaries first. Then, the area around that pixel is
determined by an edge detection algorithm. This
area is defined as the suspicious area and the force
values of the pixels that are outside of this area are
set to zero.

3

EXPERIMENTS

2.2 Data Processing
The data processing involves four major steps: spatial
interpolation, low-pass filtering, background subtraction,
and thresholding (see Fig. 5).

Compression experiments were performed on tissue-like
cylindrical silicon samples containing spherical silicon
inclusions. The radius and the height of the cylindrical
samples were 25 and 40 mm, respectively. The spherical
inclusions were prepared in two different sizes (small/
large) and in two different stiffnesses (soft/hard) and then
embedded into the cylindrical samples at three different
depths (shallow/intermediate/deep) during the molding
process (see Fig. 6). The cylindrical sample containing the
large and hard inclusion at zero depth was not used in the
experiments since it was too easy to detect. The other
11 samples containing the inclusions of all other possible
combinations (2  3  2  1 ¼ 11) were tested against the
control sample having no inclusion.

Spatial interpolation. The sensor data is acquired in
units of force from the 10  10 sensor array. It is
spatially interpolated along the x and y axes to give
an output force array of 100 by 100 elements.
Low-pass filtering. A digital FIR filter designed with a
Kaiser window is used for antialiasing. The filter can
achieve a stop band attenuation of 65 dB. The spatial
cutoff frequency is selected as five cycles per linear
length of the tactile membrane (i.e., 0.82 cycles/cm).
Background subtraction. The statistical difference
between the force responses of the samples in the
comparison group and the control sample is tested
by the Bonferroni-corrected two-sample t-test. The
statistically different pixels are plotted as the background (control-sample pixel values) subtracted
from the comparison-group pixel values.
Thresholding. Since the boundary sensors are more
prone to artifacts and distortions in our design,
additional filtering is performed on the boundary

Fig. 5. The steps of our data processing: (a) the tactile images of the
comparison and the control groups (10  10) are spatially interpolated to
100  100, (b) low-pass filtering is applied to the images for antialiasing,
(c) the tactile image of the comparison group is subtracted from that of
the control group, and (d) the pixels at the edges are thresholded to
eliminate the boundary effects.

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Fig. 6. The cylindrical silicon samples containing silicon inclusions.

Commercial-grade silicon (Ecoflex Supersoft 0010,
Smooth-On Inc.) was used to construct tissue-like cylindrical samples. The Young’s modulus of the samples was
measured as 11 and 20 kPa at 1 and 5 percent strains,
respectively, using a compression setup (see Fig. 7)
developed in our laboratory [33]. The tumor-like spherical
silicon inclusions were prepared in two different stiffness
levels using Smooth-Sil 910 (Smooth-On Inc.) commercial
silicon. The Young’s modulus of the soft and the hard
silicon inclusions were measured as 56 and 91 kPa at
1 percent strain and 60 and 107 kPa at 5 percent strain,
respectively. The stress versus strain curves of the samples
and the inclusions are shown in Fig. 8. The inclusions were
embedded into the silicon samples at h ¼ 0 mm (shallow),

Fig. 7. The mechanical compression device used in our study to
characterize material properties of the silicon samples and to evaluate
the performance of our tactile sensor.

Fig. 8. The stress versus strain curve for the hard inclusion (E ¼ 91 kPa
at 1 percent strain, and E ¼ 107 kPa at 5 percent strain), for the soft
inclusion (E ¼ 56 kPa at 1 percent strain, and E ¼ 60 kPa at 5 percent
strain), and for the tissue-like silicon medium (E ¼ 11 kPa at 1 percent
strain, and E ¼ 20 kPa at 5 percent strain).

10 mm (intermediate), and 20 mm (deep) depths. The
diameters of the inclusions were d ¼ 10 mm (small) and
20 mm (large). In the experiments performed on ex-vivo
breast tissue samples, it was reported that fibrocystic
disease and malignant tumors are up to 13 times stiffer
than the breast tissue [21]. Also, breast tumors having a
diameter of 10 and 20 mm correspond to stage 0 and stage 1
breast cancer, respectively [34]. In other studies utilizing TI
to detect hard inclusions in a silicon/gelatin model,
the elastic modulus of the silicone/gelatin model and the
inclusions varied between 3.8-8 kPa and 25-254 kPa,
respectively, [25], [30], [35]. Also, the depth and the
diameter of the inclusions used in those studies varied
between 1-35 mm and 6-17 mm, respectively.

3.1 Compression Experiments
The tactile sensor was attached to the moving shuttle of the
power screw in our compression setup as shown in Fig. 7
and then advanced by the stepper motor to compress the
cylindrical silicon samples slowly at a rate of 0.5 mm/s. The
silicone samples containing an inclusion were compressed
to the depths of 15 and 19 mm. These depths were selected
based on the results of our earlier study [36]. For each depth,
the compression experiment was repeated 20 times on each
silicon sample. Hence, the total number of compression
experiments performed on the samples in the comparison
group was 440 (2 compression depths  11 samples 
20 repetitions). In addition, 20 compression experiments
were performed on the control sample for each depth.
Hence, the total number of compression experiments
performed on the control sample was 40 (2 compression
depths  1 sample  20 repetitions). Following the
experiments, the collected data was processed using the
steps discussed in Section 2.2.
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containing an inclusion in 15 seconds (see Fig. 9). The
samples were placed side by side and one of them always
contained an inclusion, but its size, location, and the
stiffness varied. The subjects were asked to report their
decisions to the experimenter as “LEFT” or “RIGHT”
depending on which sample contained an inclusion. There
were 110 trials in the experiment (11 silicon pairs 
10 repetitions). The display order of the samples with
inclusion and the relative location (Left/Right) of the
control sample in each trial were randomized. Also, the
subjects were blind-folded during the experiments to
prevent any perceptual bias.

3.4

Fig. 9. The stimuli used in the manual palpation experiments.

3.2 Performance Evaluation of our TI system
Signal detection theory was used to evaluate the performance of the TI system. For each sample with and without
an inclusion, the average force output from each sensor
was recorded for the compression depths of 15 and 19 mm.
A histogram of the average forces measured by each tactile
sensor was constructed for each sample. The bin width was
critical in constructing the histograms: a small width led to
the inclusion of unnecessary details into the histogram
while a large width resulted in a coarse histogram with no
details. To find the optimum bin width for each histogram,
the entropy of the bin heights was maximized as suggested
in [37]. To determine if a silicon sample contained an
inclusion, its probability density function was compared to
that of the silicon sample without any inclusion (i.e.,
control sample). Based on the maximum a posteriori
probability rule, the optimal detection criterion was found.
The null hypothesis was an empty sample, and the
alternative hypothesis was a sample with an inclusion.
According to the detection criterion, the areas underneath
the probability density functions were found for the truenegative (TN), true-positive (TP), false-positive (FP), and
false-negative (FN) probabilities. The labels, TN, TP, FP,
and FN were then used to calculate sensitivity and
specificity. In medical tests, sensitivity is defined as the
percentage of sick people who are correctly diagnosed as
having the condition (1) and specificity is the proportion of
healthy people who are correctly identified as not having
the condition (2). Ideally, sensitivity and specificity aim to
accomplish 100 percent success so that no one is mistakenly
identified as healthy or sick
P
TP
P
Sensitivity ¼ P
;
ð1Þ
TP þ FN
Specificity ¼ P

P

TN
P
:
TN þ FP

ð2Þ

3.3 Manual Palpation Experiments
Manual palpation experiments were performed on the same
silicon samples. Twelve naive subjects (six females and six
males) participated in the experiments (Age ¼ 25  1:5). The
experiment was designed with the two-alternative forced
choice (2AFC) method. The subjects were asked to use the
finger pads of their middle three fingers to palpate a pair of
silicon samples one by one to detect the silicon sample

Performance Evaluation for the Manual
Palpation Experiments
Each answer of the subjects in the manual palpation
experiments resulted in either success or failure; detecting
the correct sample with an inclusion (TP), which also meant
rejecting the other sample without an inclusion (TN ¼ TP)
or incorrectly choosing the sample without an inclusion
(FP), which also meant incorrectly rejecting the sample with
an inclusion (FN ¼ FP). For the evaluation, first the
recorded responses of the subjects were labeled and then
the sensitivity and specificity values were estimated from
the labeled data using (1) and (2), respectively.

4

RESULTS

4.1 TI System
Tactile images for the compression depths of 15 and
19 mm are shown in Fig. 10. The results of the statistical
analysis showed that our TI system successfully detected
all the embedded inclusions (see Table 1). Based on the
sensitivity and the specificity values reported in Table 1,
we conclude that the tactile sensor detected the large and
hard inclusions better than the small and soft ones. Also,
the performance of our device was better in detecting
shallow and deep inclusions than intermediate ones. It
detected the deep inclusions better than the intermediate
ones because deep inclusions were constrained by the
lower boundary (bottom surface) of the silicon sample
when the sample was compressed by the device. As a
result, the forces transmitted by the inclusion to the contact
interface were amplified.
4.2 Manual Palpation Experiments
The percentage of the false diagnoses made by the subjects
with respect to the inclusion size, depth, and stiffness is
shown in Fig. 11. The results show that the false diagnoses
made by the subjects increased as the inclusions were
placed deeper. Also, it was easier for the subjects to detect
the large and stiff inclusions than the small and soft ones.
More interestingly, the percentage of the false diagnoses for
the hard-small inclusions was less than that of the soft-large
inclusions at the deepest level. In other words, the stiffness
was a more distinguishable factor than the size in detecting
deep inclusions by manual palpation.
Table 1 also tabulates the average sensitivity and
specificity for the human subjects in detecting inclusions
by manual palpation. Since the 2AFC method was used for
the design of the manual palpation experiments, the
response of a subject in each trial automatically resulted
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Fig. 10. The tactile images of the silicon samples used in our experiments for the compression depths of (a) 15 mm and (b) 19 mm.

TABLE 1
The Sensitivity and the Specificity for the Tactile Sensor and the Human Palpation Including the Comparison of
Them Using a Two-Sample Proportional Z-Test (Statistically Significant If Z-Score > 1:96 or Z-Score < 1:96)

in either success, (TP and TN) or failure (FP and FN). As
observed from Table 1, all the sensitivity and specificity
values decreased as the depth of the inclusion was
increased. In addition, these measures were higher for the
silicon samples containing large and hard inclusions,
indicating a better detection rate.

4.3

Comparison of the TI System and the Manual
Palpation Experiments
We conducted a two-sample proportional z-test to compare
the performance of the subjects in the manual palpation
experiments to that of the TI system (see Table 1). It was
observed that the performance of the TI system was
significantly better than that of the subjects in the manual
palpation experiments for the deep inclusions while the
subjects performed better in detecting shallow inclusions,
except for the small-hard inclusion. There was no significant
difference between the groups in detecting the inclusions at
the intermediate depth. Moreover, the standard deviations
of the sensitivity and specificity values for the manual
palpation were higher than those for the tactile sensor.

5

Fig. 11. The percentage of the false diagnoses made by the subjects.

DISCUSSION

In this paper, we present a novel optoelectromechanical TI
system, which can be utilized to guide the clinician or the
self-user at home for noninvasive detection of tumors in
breast tissue [36]. In our design, an array of optical elements
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consisting of an integrated IR emitting diode and a photodarlington transistor were used as sensors. These sensors
detected the local deformation of a rubber membrane,
which was caused by an array of pins when they were
pressed on the palpated object. The rubber membrane was
fixed at the edges of the casing. While, this design allowed
larger deflections at the center area, it also limited the
movement of the membrane at the edges and hence,
resulted in greater variation in the sensor readings. Thereby, 10 percent of the sensor elements located at the edges
did not show a perfect linear behavior due to the boundary
effects and hence the raw values acquired from those
sensors were thresholded at zero during the postprocessing.
In spite of this, the average value of goodness of fit was
calculated as R2 ¼ 0:9128 for 100 sensors, which indicates
the overall linearity of the sensor design. The moving pins
used at the contact interface reduced the cross-talk between
the neighboring sensors and made the TI system more
sensitive to local deformations over the rubber membrane.
Nevertheless, the use of pins initially limited the spatial
resolution of the TI system to 2.8 mm, which is the distance
between two adjacent pins in our current design. On the
other hand, the spatial interpolation applied to the tactile
images during the data processing step improved this limit
by almost tenfold. Egorov and Sarvazyan [25] and Wellman
et al. [27] reported that each pressure sensor in their design
covered an area of 2.5 mm  2.5 mm and 1.5 mm  1.5 mm,
respectively. Based on this information, the spatial resolution of our system (2.8 mm) is lower than the spatial
resolution of their systems. However, our current design
utilizes large-size but low-cost sensors, which are widely
available in the market. Hence, the spatial resolution of our
system can be easily improved by employing smaller size
but more expensive sensor elements and developing
a contact interface having a denser array of pins.
To investigate the performance of the proposed TI
system, we conducted compression experiments with
cylindrical silicon samples containing tumor-like silicon
inclusions. The results were compared to that of the manual
palpation experiments performed with 12 human subjects.
In our experiments, the cylindrical silicon samples contained tumor-like silicon inclusions with a diameter of 10
and 20 mm, which corresponds to stage 0 and stage 1 breast
cancer, respectively [34]. The elastic modulus of the
embedded inclusions was 5-8 times stiffer than that of the
control sample at 1 percent strain. In the experiments
performed on ex-vivo breast tissue samples having fibrocystic disease and malignant tumors, 3-6 fold increase in
stiffness has been observed while high-grade invasive
ductal carcinoma has been reported to cause up to 13-fold
increase in stiffness [21]. Hence, the silicon inclusions used
in our experiments closely mimicked the tumors typically
encountered in clinical cases.
The results of the compression experiments showed that
the proposed TI system successfully detected all the tumorlike inclusions embedded into the tissue-like silicon
samples. This was achieved by comparing the measured
data with the reference data collected from an empty
sample (i.e., control sample). The inclusion detection
capability of our system is comparable to the other TI
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systems. In fact, it is important to emphasize that the
stiffness contrast between the control sample and the
tumor-like inclusions used in the other studies is higher
than that of ours, which makes it easier for their devices to
detect the inclusions. In our experiments, the most challenging inclusion to detect had a diameter of 10 mm and was
located at 20 mm in depth. Egorov and Sarvazyan [25]
prepared a silicon model containing inclusions with 6, 8, 11,
14.5 mm in diameters. These inclusions were embedded
into the model at the varying depths of 7.5-35 mm. The
elastic modulus of the control sample and the inclusions
were 8 and 175 kPa, respectively. Hence, the inclusions
were about 22 times stiffer than the control sample. They
successfully detected inclusions, having a diameter of
11 mm diameter, up to 20 mm in depth using the Max/
Base > noise criterion discussed in Section 1 and also up to
27.5 mm in depth using an estimation algorithm based on
neural networks. In addition, smaller inclusions having
6 mm diameter were detected up to 10 mm in depth using
the Max/Base > noise criterion and up to 17.5 mm in depth
using the neural networks. Wellman et al. [27] conducted
experiments with 23 subjects who underwent breast
surgery. Before the surgery, the size of each breast mass
was estimated by their TI system. Their TI system estimated
the size of the breast masses with a mean absolute error of
13 percent while the CBE and ultrasonography yielded an
error of 46 and 34 percent, respectively. Yegingil [35] used
silicon inclusions inserted into a gelatin model at varying
depths of 1-17 mm. The inclusions were 38 times stiffer than
the gelatin model. They successfully detected the inclusions
up to 8, 12, and 17 mm in depth using three different PEFs
having different shape, size, and sensitivity. Omata et al.
[30] used a silicone rubber phantom and silicone inclusions
with a diameter of 13 mm and having three different elastic
moduli: 25, 62, and 254 kPa. The inclusions were placed at
depths varying from 4 to 20 mm. The results of the
experiments showed that their TI system could detect
inclusions up to 20 mm in depth.
The performance evaluation of our TI system, quantified
by sensitivity and specificity, also yielded promising
results. Our TI system showed an average sensitivity of
90.82  8.08 percent and an average specificity of 89.80 
12.66 percent. For comparison, the sensitivity and specificity
values obtained in other studies are tabulated in Table 2.
Based on this table, the use of the proposed TI system at
home is justifiable since the sensitivity and specificity
values reported for BSE in [38] show large variations and
are lower than those of our TI system. Table 2 also shows
that the performance of our TI system is also comparable to
the other TI systems.
Finally, the performance of the proposed TI system was
compared to that of human manual palpation. In the
experiments performed with the same silicon samples, the
performance of the TI system was significantly better than
that of the human subjects in detecting deep inclusions
while human subjects performed slightly better in detecting
shallow inclusions close to the contact surface. In detecting
the inclusions at the intermediate depth, there was no
significant difference between the sensor and the subjects.
We speculate that the receptors lying in the cutaneous
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TABLE 2
The Summary of Sensitivity and Specificity Results of Breast Cancer Imaging Modalities

tissue of the finger pad essentially sensed the curvature of
the shallow inclusions better than the TI system. However,
as the inclusions were placed deeper in the samples,
kinesthetic sensing of reaction forces rather than tactile
sensing of curvature and pressure changes became more
dominant in detecting inclusions and the TI system
performed better.

6

CONCLUSION

The aim of this study was to develop a low-cost TI system,
which can be used by clinicians and home users to detect
tumors in breast tissue. Our initial goal was to develop a
prototype system that could perform as well as manual
palpation (in fact, the experiments performed with silicon
samples showed that the proposed system performed better
in detecting deep inclusions than manual palpation) while
providing quantitative and objective data to the user.
Having a TI system at home, returning quantitative data,
is important for the cancer patients not only for the reasons
of privacy and personal comfort, but also to record and
monitor their progress regularly. Moreover, if the recorded
data can be transferred to a hospital over the internet, their
response to a new treatment method or a drug can be also
monitored more carefully.
The proposed TI system has several benefits. Compared
to the conventional imaging techniques, the proposed
TI system is cost effective. Since it does not expose the
patient to the hazards of radiation and powerful magnetic
fields, it does not have any known side effects during or
after the examination and it can potentially be used by
women who are pregnant or breastfeeding. Moreover, our
design does not require complex circuitry; hence, it is less
prone to electrical noise compared to the capacitive systems
used for tactile sensing. Also, in contrast to piezoelectricbased tactile systems, it does not require high voltages.
Nevertheless, the current design is open to many improvements and optimizations. The physical size of the system
can be reduced by using more compact and smaller sensor
elements. Also, the resolution can be improved by increasing the number of sensors per area. In terms of usage, the
device must be applied to the palpated surface using a

straight downward motion and then must be lifted up
before moving to a new location, hence it does not allow the
user to explore the surface using sweep or drag based
search patterns as in some other TI systems [25], [27], [35].
Moreover, our current system cannot estimate the size,
location, and stiffness of a lump in breast tissue, compared
to the same TI systems.
In the future, we would like to conduct clinical studies
and test our TI system on patients having breast cancer. For
this purpose, we will first miniaturize our system and
increase the number of sensors per area. We will attach
round tips, made of soft plastic, to the pins to make the use
of device more comfortable for the patients. Furthermore, to
eliminate the need for a position sensor, we will adopt a
force-based approach for the measurements instead of the
position-based approach used in this study. In this
approach, the measurement data will be recorded only
when the force applied by the user on the palpated object
exceeds a certain threshold value. Moreover, the software
developed for detecting inclusions from the tactile images
will be further improved by implementing more advanced
statistical estimation methods as suggested in some other
breast imaging studies [25], [50]. Finally, a palpation
procedure for the clinical examination will be designed
such that the data will be collected from the healthy and
unhealthy breasts of the patient for comparison. Typically,
the densities of the left and right breasts of a healthy
individual are highly correlated [51], [52] and taking the
healthy breast as the control group should not be a problem.
Obviously, any significant difference in the densities of the
breasts will be judged as a tumor candidate by our current
system. However, this is a useful FP that would warrant
further clinical testing. Moreover, if the membrane of our
tactile sensor can be extended beyond the area of the sensor
array to mitigate boundary effects, then the sensors at the
edges can be used as the control group as in Egorov and
Sarvazyan [25]. In this way, the breasts with different size
and/or shape can be examined independent of each other.
However, before moving to the clinical testing on real
patients, the new design and the measurement protocol will
be tested on a commercial breast phantom.
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